
Charge against Government (Holyrood and Westminster) and 
their scientist advisors. 

We charge the Government of committing worst crime in human 
history on innocent and law abiding people of this country.


Charge 1: Invoked Fear instead of reassurance of protection 
(as expected from any good Government during any crisis):  

*** they showed us people dropping dead in Wuhan,


*** they told us to stay in (locked us in to increase fear), 


*** they showed us graves for the dead, they showed us trucks for 
bodies,


*** they prevented us from seeing our loved ones as they departed 
this world in fearful conditions of care homes and hospitals,


*** they controlled media to bombard us with fearful messages and 
guilt message (SVAE NHS),


Charge 2: Waste of precious resource of the country (people 
paid taxes through their nose last year) 

***they built nightingale hospitals that were never used,

*** they closed all services and businesses, paying huge sum of 
money as “furlough”  to silence us…burden of which will be put on 
us for years to come.

*** despite a shortage of police force to tackle crime, they engage 
all police force in “implementing trivial compliance by citizens” on 
some crazy ideas that civil servants cook up every day.




Charge 3: Killed NHS - the jewel of civilised society in the UK:  

*** Despite putting all guilts of saving NHS “on us” and making us 
clap NHS every week, NHS is now killed and providing no service. 
Because Government want let them deliver any service, no matter 
people gravely sick with life threatening illnesses.


*** Military all round the country should have been easily mobile to 
tackle any raising cases of Covid-19, instead NHS was in total lock 
down (yet empty for six months)


*** NHS has been systematically deprived of resources for the past 
20 years and yet we were asked to “Save NHS” - did Government 
carried our their duty?


Charge 4: Misguiding us and silencing us while the “mad club 
of scientists” keep twisting science and evidence to suit 
tyrannic step. Throttling our democratic rights despite being 
obedient citizen of this country needing to respond to the 
crisis of Corvid-19 infection. 

*** they told us to mask us and our children (the future generation 
of this country) to silence us in obedience for generations to come.


** they falsified numbers of Covid-19 cases and death associated 
with Covid-19 infection to justify all arbitrary useless and harmful 
actions.


*** they are pushing for quick roll out of vaccine despite possibility 
of side effects that may surpass Covid-19 infection itself.




Charge 5: Attempted to kill social fabric of our very existence 
and civilised people 

*** they left our parents grandparents on their own, almost 
imprisoning them on the name of “shielding”


***they stopped us attending a wedding or funeral, 

***they shut down people’s livelihoods , 

***they shut the schools ..

*** they have divided us where we should be together, encouraging 
people to spy on each other and hate each other for doing this or 
not doing that. (some what resurrection of ‘Gestapo fear’ during 
Nazi time in Germany)


Adopted from posting of Sale Bear’s friend Heather Janet on 
Awakening Scotland.



